Many groups of people are constantly whining on the feet of the most tolerant and accepting people, nations and civilizations, the siren deception song of "acceptance". No matter how much is given, always more is required.

Literally, Western countries are the place where basically everything is "accepted", as is typical of an overtly femme type of civilization. Even outright enemies and domination groups are "accepted".

Jews lie that they are not "accepted" and that they solely wanted to be "accepted" in our civilizations. And in that regard, we "accepted" them every time. When the conclusions of this acceptance were carried out and we went extinct or had our children sacrificed, we understood this was not good, and then they still cried for more "acceptance".

Muslims also rave about "acceptance". You are perfectly accepted in a place where you can live in it, commerce in it, and exist in it. Muslims are "accepted" in the west, same as jews.

What the situation with these and many other social groups which whine about "acceptance" and "minority" rights is that they want domination of societies, not acceptance. These groups operate a lot like jews, and therefore this keeps back any society that wants to proceed with freedom of ideas and information exchange as a result. As to why I will make the case below.

They want a disproportionate ear in the government, a disproportionate power of social influence. All of that is because these groups act with their own interest in mind and they want to dominate. They do not want to be accepted and to be left be. If this were the case, the "minority groups" would be more like Asians.

We are not seeing Asians running hollywood in the West. They work their dough, mind their business, and do well in their endeavors. They are accepted, and acceptance is what they wanted in the first place, not cultural domination. They are far more worthwhile and some may have it way harder than other groups, but they are not ideologically or morally inclined to take over a civilization from the hands of its beholders, and trash it for their particular interest.
At this point, we do not have a people or an interest group fighting for its rights, but fighting for its rights for domination of host civilizations. Muslims, jews, and other marginals, are not crying about "Acceptance" anymore as they have all been accepted.

Working in a place peacefully, living a peaceful life in the most developed nations of the world, having unimaginable freedoms compared to your homeland, air time in TV and shows, special treatment over your vocation etc., is living in total freedom. Some random dude looking down at you and saying "Fuck off" once a month is not anything threatening in particular - but you need to make this look that way. Why? Because there is need of domination. An Asian person will be called a racist slur if even that once a year, but it does not break national news. Why?

Because there is no political value in using this as there is no plan to overtake America or Europe at this point through cultural replacement or minority domination. That is why.

People jump fences and they are given work permits and citizenship out of the blue. Even terror and crime are accepted at an overwhelming extent, in "fear" of being called a xenophobe, a labelling that is about to enter even in law as jew lingo as "hate speech". Broad and nice enough, to never be applied to people who work on that behalf, and tight enough to take all seemingly opposed groups down by one swift blow.

Since, however, these groups act in a low level distorted femininity to get an in, and then proceed with act with unprecedented deceptive brutality (as is typical of these types), they understand the countries that exist are like whores to be abducted in war, in their mind. This is how it is seen by many of these people. So muslims and jews and the related marginal groups that they instruct, they take this one step further, after acceptance. To overtake a said nation, its norms, and to promote proselytism to such an extent that a nation is overtaken and toppled completely.

The same methods of domination through femme type of kvetching, deception, and basically any other means than straight up logic, conviction and force, are instructed to all socket groups the jews control and guide to wreck civilization. An example here is Communism.

Communism deceitfully cloaked itself in Socialism or "Democratic Socialism" in
the west, and since then they have insistently tried to progressively push nations in the conditions that will take them "one step further" along. In many European countries, communism is perfectly accepted. In situations like the US, the Anti-fa and others are totally accepted and even endorsed.

Another group that is instructed to act in the same way of persecution complex, kvetching, all while you want to dominate everyone into your ideology and way of perceiving things, is the modern Marxist GBLT community. The use of propaganda, press, movies, theater, cultural assimilation, and virtue signaling such as "Unperson this person cause he does not agree with us" or "Call da police on him for not prostrating to us as a species" is frequent on this side of the isle. It's impossible to resist acting like jews in this case as this bolsters these particular interest groups, which are freeloading on the rights attained by our national tolerance and "acceptance".

What the "accepting" people and the masters of tolerance, and their cohorts have also devised, is also a form of shadow and femme cuck warfare that is a "war for freedom and acceptance", no different than Orwell's 1984 "Slavery is freedom". Based on this kosher pretext, we have banning, unpersoning, and who knows, if these groups dominate, sudden disappearances at night and FEMA camps waiting for all those who have opposed or disagreed, or internally disliked these "acceptance" mobs.

Let us say this: in a free society, you do not have to accept, like, constantly endorse, and constantly be exposed to propaganda by a specific group of marginal people [Most of the jews, muslims and related demographics are MARGINAL and seek to EXPAND to gain POWER, the top of the hill being the jew, controlling everything in nations and being like in many cases less than 1% of it].

The problems of the majority and its yearnings are fully ignored. Opening one's television and one will see more migrant plight and more 250 genders, muh holocaust memes, which only reflect a maximum of 5% of habitually oppressed social teams. The plights, thoughts, goals and ideals of the rest 95% of people are dismissed, frowned upon, and these people are forced into subjugation to the forces of the minorities. Gotta accept them or be shot with a firing squad, or get imprisoned, or have your media shut down, or be called a bigot, racist, homophobe, the list goes on.

The fact that words like similar slur such as Heterophobe, Anti- Gentile, Racial Assimilationists and other terms to vilify opposition to the beliefs that are held by
the majority of people do not exist, shows obviously why the counter of that jewtalk above exists: To dominate, and take over a civilization through elaborate exploitation of its own accepting and tolerant character. Calling someone a racist, homophobe, bigot, and so forth, has this very disabling effect, and these marginal groups can't help it but take the jewish bargain into "Instilling their rights" in said civilization.

Let us say that this is basically the poking of a dragon. In all historical cases, despite of how people never professed their disagreements, the manifestation of these comes in weird fashions. For example, the reason that every European capital becomes a jew slutwalk once a year to "Honor pride" may find itself manifested in a rising of Islam, which will throw people of other sexual vocations from rooftops.

"If you do not accept the above, even if you are gay, you are a Heretic to the Pride, and you must be banned, or excommunicated." - Some Jew in the pride

This has nothing to do with Heterosexuality, the West, the Constitution, or anything like that, as many of these people love to claim, to accuse the people that made these freedom and any form of acceptance possible in the first place, when they had the power to not do this. This has only got to do with following and being an ally to jewish degeneracy. These groups enter the door together to exploit the fact of acceptance of the greater Western nations. One of these conflicting groups will eventually dominate, even if in their beginning they were "Friends" against the European or American larger states. When this level is concluded, they will themselves either choose to co-rule, or in the cases of groups like GBLT and Muslims, juke it out until one group prevails.

Another group that will find itself brutalized is the Feminists in this advent. Now they conspire with Muslims and Jews, and other garbage "interest groups" to carry out white genocide through essentially teaching women about half actual but half imaginary problems and imaginary solutions to said imaginary problems. Some women in particular of certain vocations, they like that.

They think they had such a bad deal with the Western European White Male, so as typical brainwashed retards, they will choose to oppose their own men who gave them any freedom on jewish condolences. Only the Western European White Male went on war to guarantee that his women will have just about anything in life, even to the extent of the freedoms which would later be exaggerated into monstrosities. The hundreds of millions that died in WW2, didn't die just because of ideological reasons, but because they had a wife waiting
somewhere and children. Two generations later the offspring of these claims these people were the paragons of all moral evil, while all that seeks to remove any freedom, is the paragon of all good.

And this is why I call these people retarded and mentally disabled.

So if their Feminist Jew dreams about the extinction of "Masculinity" and all sorts of other things give in, then they may just live to enjoy a future where they are sold as slaves very soon, and they are beaten in the streets for being "Unclean whores" instead and brutalized by broken faces and noses, wearing a permanent eyepatch because of their 3rd world husband, and having children that basically erase their existence from the earth, whether they like it or not, by the beloved groups they endorse and bolster to fight against their "hated groups". Their beloved Muslims will see to it.

Meanwhile, they will accuse White men for "Eye rape", while them being gang banged and killed by pakistanis is going to be completely fine and a reason to fall silent. The damsels will be taking testosterone shots and pretending to be men to defend themselves, but they will not. Unfortunately, they will have cucked the only element that would raise to their defense because they wanted to conform to the ideals of another feminist jew overweight monstrosity. This eventually will just socially backfire.

Again, this is only a natural result of taking the bargain of jews in defining their identity and social motion, and it does nothing have to do with anything else. Another example is how jews are now bringing in Muslims by the droves in Europe, as a Rabbi admitted, they are "The best allies of jews in Europe". This is only at the present. When Muslims take a hold, jews are going to get pogromed, chased down, beat and ruined by Muslims, and this is the reason they also practice "Aliyah" or return to Israel progressively, to save themselves from this. As this climaxes, it will become worse.

In the above game also all these marginal groups do become "Best friends in arms", and this is why we see the "Black Cock You want it can't live without it" agenda, the "Cuck yourself and be feminized" agenda, the "Do not have children or have mixed children" agenda, "Muh global warming so drown your kids in their sleep while the third world has 3 kids per family" agenda, the "Holocaust 60 trillion" agenda, the "Embrace Islam and get Jihad" agenda, and all the related garbage, working as if in magickal synchronicity to take down all forms of civilized structure and turn it into a rubble of competition based on infinite opposing groups, that wreck civilization many blows at a time.
On top of all the assault to replace anything natural and proper, we are also told on top of this to shut up and be MORE tolerant, all the more TOLERANT, as a disability that leads from acceptance to total domination.

Think about this that way: The jews had the world "accept" their foreign desert cult dogma. The majority of people do espouse their desert cultist lies and dogma in numerous forms such as Islam or Christianity. Did they stop here?

Of course not. They do not want "acceptance", but domination - and neutralizing their enemies with the mind viruses of Islam and Christianity was only a means to that end. The yids, as other inferiors of the bunch, do not have a living power to assert their rights, or logic, or facts, or honesty, but they have mental trickery, deception, lying, and scheming. Instead of carrying out their crimes directly, they improvise: Accept them first, tolerate them without bounds, and get destroyed. "Taken over from within" rather from without.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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